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Clickers: Function Review (func2 clicker.py)

def f(x):
return x ** 2

x = 4
y = 3
z = f(y)
print x, y, z

What is the output of this program?

I A. 4 3 9

I B. 4 3 3

I C. 4 3 16

I D. There is an error



Function Parameters

I When we define a function, we can specify that it takes one
or more parameters

I e.g. on the previous slide, the function used x to refer to its
parameter

I When we call a function, we provide a value for each
parameter; our values are then assigned to the function’s
parameters

I e.g. on the previous slide, x in the function receives the value
of y

I Parameter passing is just like an assignment statement



Return vs. Print

I We have said that return terminates the function and
returns an expression to its caller

I We have also informally introduced the print statement,
which outputs its arguments to the screen

I print takes one or more expressions separated by commas,
and prints them out with a space separating the expressions

I If the print statement ends with a comma, the next print
continues on the same line

I return and print are thus very different

I But, they can be confusing in the Python shell because calling
a function that returns something results in its value being
printed!



Example: Return vs. Print (return print.py)

Let’s experiment with the following two functions.

def f1():
return 5

def f2():
print 5



Getting Help

I There are two helpful Python functions
I dir: tells you the functions in a module; e.g.

I dir (__builtins__) tells you what is built-in to Python
I dir (media) tells you what is in the media module (assuming

you’ve imported it)

I help: gives you details about a function or module; e.g.
I help (abs)
I help (media)

I Ignore the stuff that starts and ends with __ for now



Giving Help

I Let’s go back to our sunset module; what does
help (sunset) do?

I Not much! Only gives us the filename and list of functions

I How about asking for help on make_sunset? Nothing!

I We can add docstrings so that Python can give us more
information about the module and functions

I A docstring is a string that occurs as the first line of a module
or function

I It’s good practice to include them for documentation purposes



Example: Docstrings (sunset2.py)
Let’s try help now.

’’’A module with a sunset function!’’’

import media

def make_sunset(pic):
’’’Make pic look like it was taken at sunset’’’

for pixel in pic:
# get pixel’s old green value
green = media.get_green(pixel)
# set pixel to new green value
media.set_green(pixel, int(green * 0.7))
# get pixel’s old blue value
blue = media.get_blue(pixel)
# set pixel to new blue value
media.set_blue(pixel, int(blue * 0.7))



Variable Lookup

I If we assign a value to a variable outside of a function
definition, we create a global variable

I If we assign a value to a variable inside of a function
definition, we create a local variable

I From last time, we know that a local variable with the same
name as a global variable hides that global variable

I The full story for how Python knows which variable you are
referring to is through the LEGB rule

I Local: is the variable defined in the current function? If not . . .
I Enclosing: is the variable defined in an enclosing function? If

not . . .
I Global: is there a global variable? If not . . .
I Builtin: is the variable built-in to Python? If not . . .
I Error!



Example: LEGB (legb1.py)

def f(x):
#x is local, y is global!
total = x+y
return abs(total) + 5

if __name__ == "__main__":
x = -4
y = -6
print f(3)
# would ‘‘print total’’ work?



Clickers: LEGB (legb clicker.py)

def func():
abs = 4
print abs

if __name__ == "__main__":
func()

What is the output of this program?

I A. abs

I B. 4

I C. −4

I D. Error!



Example: Tricky Variables (tricky var.py)

This is tricky — see next slide!

def tricky():
print x
x = 5

x = 4
tricky()



Tricky Variable Lookup

I Variable lookup can get rather tricky in special cases, like on
the previous slide

I There, we have a global variable x

I We have a function func that tries to print x, and then
assign a value to its own local variable x

I Since x is given a value inside of func, Python classifies it as
a local variable

I This explains why the code gives an error: we are trying to
print local variable x before assigning it a value!

I Don’t do stuff like this! It is ambiguous at best! (Should it be
an error? Should the global variable be used before the local
variable is defined?)



Introducing Strings

I So far, we have seen numeric and Picture objects

I Strings are another type of object: they are used to store
sequences of characters

I To indicate that something is a string, we place single- or
double-quotes around it

I We can use + to concatenate strings

I This is an example of overloading: + is used to add numbers
too; it knows what to do based on context

I What happens if we try to use + with a string and a number?
I Error: + doesn’t know what to do!
I e.g. is ’3’ + 4 supposed to be the string ’34’ or the number

7?



Introducing Strings...

I The * operator is overloaded, too

I Applied to a string and an integer i, it duplicates the string i
times

I If i ≤ 0, the result is the empty string

I The empty string can be written as an empty set of quotes,
and represents “no characters”

I Concatenating the empty string to another string yields the
other string



Clickers: Quotes (quote clicker.py)

text = ’I don’t know what will happen!’
print text

What is the output of this program?

I A. I don’t know what will happen!

I B. I dont know what will happen!

I C. Error!



Escape Characters

I To embed a single or double quote in a string, create the
string using the other type of quotes! e.g.

I "I don’t know if this will work!"

I Alternatively — or if we want both types of quotes in the
string — we can use a backslash “escape character”

I This tells Python that the quote is part of the string, not a
termination character. e.g.

I ’I don\’t know if this will work!’

I Other escape characters: \n (for “newline”), \\ (for
embedding the backslash character itself)



Getting Input

I We can use raw_input to prompt the user to enter
something at the keyboard

I raw_input always returns a string, which we can print,
capture in a variable, etc.

I If we are expecting a different data type, we can use built-in
functions to convert the string to that type

I For example, we can use the int or float function to convert
the string to an integer or float, respectively



Example: raw input (testscore.py)

What if we leave out the float?

def percentage (score, out_of):
return score / out_of * 100

if __name__ == "__main__":
score = raw_input ("Score? ")
out_of = raw_input ("Out of? ")
print percentage (float(score), float(out_of))



String Methods

I The hallmark of an object is that it “owns” a set of methods
that the object knows how to execute

I A method is a function specific to a type of object

I We call a method using object.method syntax

I For example, strings have a lower method, which converts
any uppercase letters in the string to lowercase

s = "Hi CSC108!"
s.lower()
lower(s) # wrong!



String Methods...

I The string type is called str; we can use dir (str) and
help (str.whatever) to get help

I Sample str methods
I S.find(substring): return the index of the first occurrence

of substring in S starting from the left, or −1 if substring
is not found

I S.replace(old, new): return a string, same as S but with
all occurrences of old replaced by new. Does not change S

I S.count(substring): return the number of times
substring occurs in S

I S.startswith(substring): return True exactly when S
begins with substring



String Methods...

I To get the length of a string, we can use len(s)

I Why is len a function but all the rest were methods?

I Guideline: if the operation is relevant to just one type of
object, make it a method; otherwise, make it a function so it
can be called with different types of objects

I We’ll see that len is applicable to lists, pictures, and all kinds
of other objects

I ... Let’s mess around with capitalize, startswith,
endswith, swapcase, strip ...



Strings are Immutable (string immutable.py)
I String objects are immutable — they cannot change
I Methods that “look like” they are changing a string are

actually creating a new string object
I Below, the string referenced by s is not modified; a new string

is created, but immediately lost (since it is not saved in a
variable)

s = "test"
s.swapcase()
print s

"test"

"TEST"s



Clickers: String Methods (find clicker.py)

s = "Hello"
s = s.swapcase()
print s.find (’e’)

What is the output of this program?

I A. 0

I B. 1

I C. 2

I D. There is an error

I E. −1



Immutable and Mutable

I Some types of Python objects are unchangeable (immutable)
I Numbers, strings . . .

I Other types of objects are changeable (mutable)
I Pictures, lists . . .

I Last time, we saw the function that makes a picture look like
it was taken at sunset

I That function worked because it was able to modify the
picture object that was passed to it (by calling its methods)

I For immutable types, there is no way for a function to modify
a variable in the calling code



Example: Immutable Parameter (immutable param.py)

def first (s):
s.upper()

def second (s):
s = s.upper()
return s



Shared References

a = 3
b = a

I After the above lines execute, we know that changes to a or b
are not reflected in the other variable

I The full story is that both a and b end up pointing to the
same object (the number 3), which we know is immutable

I If we later change a or b, it just points to a different object

I Now, with (mutable) pictures, things are different: two
variables can refer to the same picture; changes in one
variable are visible through the other!



Shared References... (mutable picture.py)

import sunset
import media

a = media.load_picture ("farm.jpg")
b = a
sunset.make_sunset (a)
b.show_external()



Making Decisions

I We’d like a function that comments about the current
temperature.

I It should have a different opinion for temperatures above,
below, and at the freezing point.

I To do this, we introduce the if statement

I We provide an if-condition: if it is true, Python executes the
corresponding statement

I If not, Python evaluates the (optional) elif conditions from
top to bottom until it finds one that is true; it then runs the
elifs corresponding statement

I We can include an else clause that executes if all of the
conditions above it fail



Example: If (temp.py)

def temperature_report(temperature):
if temperature > 0:

return "above freezing"
elif temperature == 0:

return "at freezing"
else:

return "less than zero -- ick!"

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
temp = raw_input("Enter a temperature: ")
print temperature_report(float(temp))


